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The team that made it possible:
A letter from former Project Director, Matthew Goode

To say the least, the summer of 2017 has been one of the busiest in PrISUm’ history. In the time span of
two months, PrISUm has unveiled the world’s first Solar Utility Vehicle, travelled to all 99 counties in
the state of Iowa, tested the vehicle’s efficiency at 3M’s private track, traveled to Michigan to meet
with HARMAN International, GM, and Ford, and also have optimized the vehicles designs and
improved the vehicle's reliability. Members have pulled all-nighters, learned a great deal about
manufacturing, started new relationships with companies, strengthen previous relationships, while
having a blast all at the same time.
In one short month, Penumbra will fly across the globe to
compete in the 2017 Bridgestone World Solar Challenge. While
only 15 PrISUm members will be competing in this competition,
Penumbra would not have been possible without the
tremendous amount of hard work and dedication from every
member on the team. Two years ago, PrISUm decided to do
something different and set its goal to change the paradigm of
transportation. After two short years, a blank sheet of paper
transformed into a four seat solar powered vehicle with
infotainment, cup holders, a rear hatch, and dual wheel drive.

PrISUm members test Penumbra’s
aerodynamics

With over 80% of the vehicle being new designs, some issues testing conducted over the past two
months. A-arms have broke, electrical boards fried, and interior panels have become detached. These
discoveries have allowed members to learn from their mistakes and produce a reliable vehicle that will
cross the continent of Australia. During the entire process, members never thought that what we are
doing is impossible or that we would not achieve the goals set forth. To say the least, I am extremely
proud of the team and what we have accomplished as an organization.
There is an old saying that goes something along the lines of, “You
are only as strong as your weakest link.” Here at PrISUm, I believe
we have some of the strongest members and tested this theory
constantly throughout the past two years. No one person can
change the paradigm of transportation, but a dedicated group of
students at Iowa State can. Looking forward to the future, a new
leadership has been selected which hopes to build on the success of
Penumbra and strive to create an even more consumer ready solar
powered vehicle. These fire hardened veterans will do great work,
and I cannot wait to see what they develop.
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PrISUm has continued to make history. First and foremost, I would like to recognize The Boeing Company
for their support of PrISUm at the "Premier" level. Boeing, in addition to all of their other assistance, will be
shipping PrISUm's vehicle, batteries, and supplies to Australia for the Bridgestone World Solar Challenge
2017!
With Boeing's assistance, and through the support of all of
our partners, PrISUm is ready to travel to Australia this
September. In addition, the trip is fully approved through the
eyes of Iowa State and very exciting days are ahead.
During the month of July, following the conclusion of
SunRun, the team visited the 3M Test track in Minneapolis for
dynamic testing of the vehicle. In which, suspension
components were thoroughly conditioned as well as the
power of Penumbra's drivetrain. The visit ended with some
broken suspension components, but served as a perfect
point of review for the dynamics division to redesign and
Penumbra out for a test drive and lunch.
improve. A special thank you goes to NPC Robotics, situated
in Minneapolis, for manufacturing some suspension components on the spot so Penumbra could continue
Driving! Special thank you to 3M for hosting the team.
During the latter portion of July, PrISUm traveled to Michigan to meet with the automotive giants General
Motors and the Ford Motor Company, as well as our honored partner Harman International! An amazing
experience, Penumbra was displayed at the GM automotive showcase for employees. Situated at the Global
Engineering Headquarters, the event was an amazing experience to visit with the members of GM.
Following the show, PrISUm met with Harman International at their headquarters in Novi, MI to give thanks
and visit with the members of Harman.
Finally, the team performed its first automotive wind tunnel test ever in the Ford Wind Tunnel Drivability
center. For 12 hours, PrISUm tested Penumbra for aerodynamic performance and behavior in wind
conditions. The experience was phenomenal. The car performs better aerodynamically than in
simulation; the test results were a huge Milestone for Penumbra. Special thank you to GM, Harman, and
Ford for having the team!
In terms of performance, Penumbra is fairing incredibly well. Through test drives, to the 3M track, to our
time in Michigan, the results have been fantastic. Thanks to the Boeing company, our vehicle will not ship
until September 1st. Therefore, the team has the entire month of August to make preparations, test, and
fine tune Penumbra for the World Solar Challenge.
Stay tuned for further updates into August, as we gear up for the event to make history.
Thank you to all for your support of PrISUm and following our story!
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Sean Collins
The month of July has flown by for the team and myself. Although SunRun is over, we
have been running all over the Midwest to visit partners and finish more projects.
Those of us in Ames with the car have been modifying the car and fixing whatever
issues arise.
The mechanical team has been in full gear with
few numbers because of the summer, but that
hasn’t stopped the progress. The team has been
doing drive and dynamic testing, regularly. Parts
have broken, been fixed, and have gone through
the whole process multiple times now. We are
excited to push Penumbra so hard; better for it to
break in Iowa than in the middle of the
Australian Outback. Along with all the testing,
Broken suspension during testing
parts have been cleaned up, back ups have been
machined, and Penumbra is getting ready for the Bridgestone World Solar Challenge!

We are just under 8 weeks until BWSC, but Penny will ship out for Australia in just a
couple of weeks.

Electrical Assistant Director’s Update
Nathan Coonrod
The electrical division has spent the summer
finalizing and testing the vehicle to ensure it is as
ready as possible to compete this October. Great
emphasis has been put on electrical reliability
while adding features wherever we can. We are
especially excited about several projects that
have been added since SunRun and have not yet
been seen publicly. This month has been filled
Solar Array prepped for Australia
with additional testing and manufacturing of
final and spare electrical systems before we pack
and ship our equipment to Australia! As the fall semester starts, the race crew will
remain focused on the Bridgestone World Solar Challenge while the remainder of the
team in Ames supports the crew and begins preparations for an electrical system
compliant with the American Solar Challenge regulations.

Systems Director’s Update
Andrew Mallek
These summer months have been some of the busiest the team has seen in awhile. With the car
set to ship overseas soon, everyone has been working hard to put on the finishing touches. And
already we are seeing vast improvements from the beginning of the summer. The interior, in
particular, has had an upgrade with the addition of thermoformed trim panels and automotive
carpeting. But looking pretty is only half the battle. Therefore, every nut, bolt, and screw has
had a once over and tightened to ensure everything remains reliable over the lifetime of the
car. Electrically, we have seen several improvements to our critical systems including tweaks to
the motors and their respective controllers. On top of this, several new electrical features were
added to improve the overall practicality. But between all of the wrenches, programming
cables, multimeters and adhesive, we have been actively road testing to ultimately fine tune the
car so it is ready to go when it ships at the end of the month.
The Boeing Company the car will be shipping by air. Their help has been integral to ensuring
that we don’t have any hiccups on the long journey to and from Adelaide. Along their side, we
have also been receiving a helpful hand from Yusen logistics, who will be handling our freight in
country, and Northern Products Company, the team’s primary packaging sponsor. And
packaging a delicate, expensive, solar vehicle is no simple task. To make sure everything arrives
safe and sound thousands of miles away, we have been building a custom crate that will not
carry the car through shipment but also act as our mobile trailer during the race. With our
equipment housed on the top and a small walk-in work area in the front, we will have access to
the right tool for any challenge that the outback throws at us.
Team members checking suspension components at
3M’s test track.

Thank You to Our Partners
Premier

Platinum

Gold

Morgan Meredith Inc.

Silver

Bronze
Technical Service Inc., TPI Composites, Deluxe Machine and MFG, Central Iowa
Machine Inc., Evan Stumpges, George White—Ames, HNI HON Allsteel.

Cardinal
Airtech, Joe and LuAnn Meyers, Polynt Composites, Grimm Brothers, DOW,
Engineering Student Council, Molex, Vectorply, Bodycote, Sinned Customs, Caterpillar

Community
Bittele, Apps4Rent, Liberty Anodizing, Workiva, National Electronic Alloys, Linear
Technology, VMware Foundation, Sevde Self Storage, Gorilla Glue, Current Ways,
Douglas and Muriel Gifford, Steven and Lynn Goode, Charley Klima, Edward Cramer,
Paul Gates and Marie Franchett, Dale and Judith Van Zante, Denny’s Vents and
Things, Alan Johnson, Mr. Timothy Lass, Mr. Douglas and Mrs. Susan Maass,
Mr. Jeffrey McClenathan, John Dunn, Gary and Connie Kent, Eric Weflen, Margo
Works, Mike Kiester, Jeff Benz (The Solar Consultants), Sandra Widmar, Charles
Kiester, William and Sonya Burtnett, Dee Dreeszen, Eric and Ann Wilson, West Ames
Hy-Vee, Vicor, Ronald and Jane Brownlee, American Waterjet Cutting, Convestro,
Elizabeth Hunter, MidAmerican Energy, and Maquoketa Valley Electric Cooperative.

Ever wonder how YOU could help?

Adopt-a-Cell —$100

Adopt-a-Tire —$250

Adopt-a-Battery —$500

To contribute, go to https://www.prisum.org/support or speak with a member.

